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"A consideration of the greatest importance
is the argument of hope;

I mean that drawn from the

errors of pest time and of the

w~s

hitherto tro dden .

• • • . • For now, when your misfortunes are owing,
not to the force of circumstances, but to your own
errors, you may hope that by dismissing or correcting
these errors, a great change may be made for the
batter.
It will be of great use, therefore, to set
forth what these errors are:
as there have been in

for as many impediments

ti~past

from this cause, so

many arguments are there of hope for the time to come.
And although they have been touched before, I think
fit here also, in plain and simple words to represent
them."
NOVUM ORGAlHJ.M, XCIV.

A Redetermina tion of the Specific Heat of Uater between
•

0

10 C. and 20 C •

Intro duction.
The first Olq)eriment which showed a quantitative reletion
bet neen work and heat wa s described by Count Hurnford in 1798.
Since this time a large number of determinations of t he
"Mechanical Equivalent of He at" have been made.

Those made

before the time of Joule need not be mentioned here, as in
none of them were results of any relia.bility obtained.

The

accura t e evaluation of the Equivalent dates from the researches
of J oule, whose methods of experiment have been used in all
the l at e r work on the subje ct.

Joule' a fir s t e:x.Perir1enta

we re a result of his disco very of the Law of Electrical He ating
and we r e made by the electrical heating of water;

but the

large differences between the r e sults given by this method
and tho s e obtained by the more direct method of frictional
heating, led him to believe that the absolute values of the
Electrical Stru1darda were not suf ficiently well known.

He

there f or e abandoned the electrical method and obta ined his final
result s by frictional heating.

The heating was produced b y rot ating a paddle at a constant
speed in a calorimeter of water.

The calorimeter was prevented

from turning by strings passing round it Blld
ove r pulleys.

~upporting

wei ghts

This method was adapted from that used by Hirn.
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It provides a direct measurement of the amount of work expanded
in the calorimeter.
measured on

careful~

The rise of temperature of t he water was
calibrated mercury thermometers.

As the

paddles were turned by hand, the r a.te of rise of temperature was
small, but corrections for heat losses uere carefully ap plied,
and the results were supposed to be very near the truth.
In 1877-78, immediately after the completion of Joule's
work, an experiment on similar lines was made by Professor
Rowland.

Joule's paddle system was modified so as to ensure

more perfect mixing of the

w~ter

engine was used for driving.

in the calorimeter, and an

The rapid rise of temperature

thus produced made the heat measurements a matter of much less
difficulty.

The whole apparatus was on a much larger scale

than Joule's, and a higher degree of accuracy was aimed at.
Hirn's method of measuring the work done was again adopted, but
the couple system ren dered stable by using a wire suspension
for the calorimeter.

The mercury thermometers used in the heat

measurement ware carefully calibrated and corrected to the air
scale.

Howland's was the first e x:periment to shew the

existence of a minimum in the Specific Heat of

w~ter

at about

30°0.
Since the

time of Rowland only two experiMents by the

water-friction method have been made.

One by Miculescu in 1892

gave the Equivalent in terms of the calorie at 11•5°0;

the other

by Reynolds and Moorby in 1897 expressed the result in terms of
the mean calorie from Ooto 100°0.

The same importance can
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hardly be a ttached to Miculescu 's re s ults as to those of the
othe r obse rvers mentioned, as no gre at degree of accuracy seoms
to have be en aimed a t i n hi s experinents.

The dete rminati ons

ma de by Reynolds and Moorby were carried out with the gr eatest
care and on an enormous scale, but their values of the Equivalent
are unfo rtunately not comparable with those obtained in
experiments extending over smaller ranges of temperature.
Since the removal of the uncertainties in the absolute
values of the Eleotliml Standards, much accurate mrk has been
done by the method of Electrical

He~ting.

The exp eri ments

of Griffiths in 1893, Schuster and Gannon in 1895, Callendar
and Barnes in 1902, and Messrs. Bousfield in 1911 may be taken
as examples.
Griffiths measured his work in terms of the r esistance
of the heating coil and the fall of potential in it.

Losses

of he a t from the calorimeter were reduc e d as far as possible
by enclosing it in an evacuated chamber ke pt at constant
tempe rature.

All the errors that ware not thus elimi nated

we r e carefully determined.

The results he obtained were

considerablY higher than those given by Rowland for the same
tempere.ture.
A similar experiment was carried out by Schuster and
Gannon, who. however, measured t he work done in terms of the
E.M.F. applied to the heating coil and the current produced
in it.

Time measurements were avoided by the use of a silver

voltameter in the current measurement.

The results obtained
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were close to those given by Griffiths.
A new method was adopted by Callendar and Barnes.
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platinum strip resistance passed along a narrow glass tube
through which a constant flow of water was maintained.

The

work was measured in terms of the applied E.M.F. and the current,
the latter being determine d by measuring the fall of potential
through a standard resistance.

The calorimeter tube was

enclosed in a vacuum jacket and a differential method enployed
for the elimination of heat losses.

Although the Temperature -

Specific Heat curve for water obtained by these experiments
differs considerably from those given by other observers, it has
been generally accepted.
In 1911, however, Me s srs. Bousfield described a series o f
experi ments in which the "Thermoid" Effect, discovered by them ,
was corrected for.

Their resistance coils were of mercur.y

enclosed in spiral glass tubes, one end of which was conti nued
vertically and graduated.

The height of the mercury in the

gradua ted tube was calibrated against the res:is tance of the
mercury ih the coil.

Re ndings of this hei ght thus gave the

a ctual resistance in use during the experiment.

all errors

due to superheating and to strain in the heating coils were thus
avoided.

They used as their calorimeter a Dewar Vessel enclosed

in a large water bath.

The bath was heated at the same rate

as the waier in the calorimeter.

As a result, perhaps, of their

special precautions, they obtained a lower va lue fo r the
Equivalent of the 15° Calorie than
J oule.

· other observer since

Their Specific Heat curve resenbles those of Ludin and
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Bartoli and Straeciati, much more

th~

that o£ Barnes.
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of the calorie over

so~e

0

0

convenient range such as 10 C to 20 C

cannot be considered superfluous.

Method of Ex,periment.
If~

in an experiment of the type made by Joule and Rowland,

a constant rate of working can be maintained. the greatest
errors arise in the heat measurements.

The necessarily solid

construction of the calorimeter makes ita water equivalent
both large and uncertain, while the slow rate of heating and
the metal connections of the

pad~le

shaft make the losses by

radiation and conduction a most important source of error.
In our experiments a differential method, worked out by Professor
Poynting, will be used to eliminate uncertainties of this kind.
The method consists essentially in using two dif ferent quantities
of water in the calorimeter, and adjusting the rate of working
so that the rate of ris e of temperature is the same in both
cases.
the

Then if J -

-

mech~ical

equivalent of the calorie,

the quantiti es of water heated in the two
cases.

c

=

the water equivalent of the calori meter ,
the rate of rise of temperature,
the rates of working in the two cases,
the r a tea of loss of heat in the two cases
by radiation and conduction ,
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we have

a1

J ( w,

+

c)

J ( w,

+
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+

j
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([I

c{£,
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+
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If the distribution of heat in the calorimete r in the two
cases is the same, the r ates of loss of heat will be the same.
The violent stirring and circulation of the water will cause
this condition to be very nearly fulfilled so long as the
apparatus is run for some time before readings a re taken.
Then from the above

J (W

I

-

w2 \) oLB
~

-

. . (3)

It is impossible to obtain e xactly the same r ate of ri s e
of temperature in two different experiments.

The quantities

in e quation (3) are there f ore obtained by interpolation between
the r esults of a number of experiments.

The method used is as

follows.

(1) The rate of energy supply is kept constant and a
series of experiments made with diff erent quantities of water
in the calorimeter.
( 2) The series is r epeated. but with a different rate of
wo r king .
In each series the rate of rise of temperature is then

plo t ted against the quantity of water in t he calorimeter.

In

t he second series the quantities of water are plotted backwards
so that the point of intersection of the two curves is cle ar.
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The method is shown in the diagram.

As the heat losses in the experiments are not large and
are almost constant the two curves will be sensibly straight
and their intersection point will be certain.

Experiments

made with the t wo quantities of water represented by the intersection point would give the quantities required in equations
The values of W, , W1, and ~

( 1) and ( 2 ).

in equation ( 3)

can therefore be taken from this point on the graph.
In practice it is found i mpossible to keep the rate of
working quite constant through a series of experiments.

Actually

the couple on the calorimeter is kept constant, and as the speed
of the motor is very little altered by changes in the quantity
of water in the calorimeter

~

can be corrected by inter-

polation for any small variations in d.E. •
r}.._j:

The error thus introduced is very small; fbr with the
notation used before, if
G

the couple on the calorimeter,

w

t he angular velocity of the

p~ddl e,
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In all the experiments Gw should be constant and
J (w -t c);(B
+ JH
Gw

+»J

In the actual experi ments

J ( w+

c) (e +

A(} )

e

-

Subtracting

J(w

-t

~)

A

+

J HI • G ( (J

G. L1W

+

~w)

J ( ii'- il)
• I

Now, as the mean temperature of the water is 15 C, Hand
•
Hare
very small and nearly equal.

:.

J

(VI

+

C) A 8

G.

Aw

very nearly.

Cons truction of the Ca lorimeter.
The construction of the apparatus for the experiment
presents considerable di f ficulty.

If the heat losses are to be

perfectly eliminated the circulation of the water in the
calorime ter must be the same whatever quantity the calorimeter
may contain.

To achieve this result a calorimeter of somewhat

novel construction was designed by Professor Poynting .
construction of the calorimeter is shewn in the diagrrun .

The

I

10.

INCH!:&

It consisted of a brass cylinder 10" diameter and 15" high
with a thin cast brass base.

Under the conditions of the

experiment it held 10 - 14 litres of water.

Inside the calor-

imeter was a second cylinder 8" diameter and 9i-" high.

One

paddle 7" diameter was used, and was placed betv;oen the bottom

of the inner wall and the bottom of the calorimeter.

It had

twelve straight vanes lt" deep and there were twelve corresponding
ridges ~ " high on the bottorn of the calorimeter.

Rows of

inverted V-ahaped baffles were pla ced betrreen the two walls
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of tho calorimeter.
inner wall.

There

~era

six vertical vanes inside the

2he paddle shaft passed freely through a hole

in the lid, so that no work was done against solid friction .
The calorimeter was fixed at the bottom to a sheet of vulcanised
fibre, and this was screwed to~oasting resting in a double-ring
ball bearing.

The paddle shaft was coupled direct to a 4

Horse Power 220 Volt motor, running in bearings at about 1000
revs. per minutes.
tap

w~s

The calorimeter lid was removable and a

provided so that the water could be readily changed.

When tho paddle turned the water was driven out and up betweel
the walls, and fell back to the paddle inside the inner VIS.ll.
The vertical vanes there were to prevent the water from being
merely driven round inside the inner wall.

It was intended

to measure the couple on the calorimeter by taking strings
from two projecting arms round torsion heads on stretched wires.

Small

AREaratu~.

Befo re using this apparatus a number OI trials were made
with small models holding 200 to 400 c.c. of water.

These

calorimeters were fixed in a wooden frame, stretched between
two steel wires as in the apparatus of CrEfmieu and Rispai l.
At first the paddle was driven by a small 20 Volt motor supported
behind the frame and coupled direct to the paddle shaft.
work done was measured as in Rowland's experiment.

The

It was

soon found that the driving was very unsatisiactory and that
to gat the r ate of working at all steady a motor with a conSiderable reserve of power would have to be used.

The
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a rrangement shew.n in t he photograph was then adopted.

.

.

A motor giving about

i

horse power was used.

In orde r

to avoid increasing the size of the frame and to obtain a
greater range of speed, a belt drive was adopted with a twospeed pulley on the motor.

To pre?ent irregularities due to

sl:i!.pping of the belt a heavy flywheel was mounted on the paddle
shaft.

With this apparatus the speed of revolution of the

paddle could be made as great as 4000 revs./minute.

Temperatures

ware read on a mercury thermometer passe d through a tuba in the
side of the calorimeter.

At the higher speeds the rate of rise

of temperature was over lc/min., but the calorimeter was very
unsteady owing to the choking of the water due to sideway
oscillations of the calorimeter, and perhaps also to air being
sucked

do~

into the paddle.

With speeds between 600 and
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2,000 revolutions/minute some results were obtained, but the
oscillations of the apparatus were still large, and an accuracy
of 35~ or 45~ was the most that could be obtained.

These results

were suff iciently good, however, to lead us to expect that with
certain modifications suggested by the trials, the large
calorimeter could be made steady enough to give accurate results.

The Large

Apparat~.

The arrangement in use is shewn in the photograph.
It had been concluded from the trials that when any considerable fraction of the oouple applied to the calorimeter was
given by the torsion of a wire, the apparatus was liable
to osci llate violently.

The original idea of balancing

the whole torque by a torsional couple was therefore
abandoned and an arrangement similar to that used by
was adopted.

Ro~land

. 14.

A steel suspension (15 B.W.G.) is olamped to a girder above and
to an iron stirrup reaching round the motor below.
of the wire is adjusted by a screw.

The length

Four angle pieces are fixed

to the calorimeter and these rest on an oak beam which is bolted
into the bottom of the stirrup.
rests in the original bearing;

The bottom of the calorimeter
but, as this bearing was very
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liable to stick, it is now only used as a guide, the whole
weight being taken by the suspension wire.
The oak beam is used as a couple

ann.

On the ends are

fixed two cast iron arcs turned accurately to the same diameter
(41 ~

ins.)

The method of fixing is shewn in the diagram.

The arc and disc A are held by the screw B against the three
stops C.

These stops are screwed through the plate D.

This

arrangement allows the arcs to be rapidly set true, level and at
the right distance from the axis.

The couple on the calorimeter

is measured by strings passing round these arcs and supporting
weights over pulleys.
line.

Ths string used is very soft pike
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At first only one alteration was made inside the calorimeter.
In the original form there was a tendency for the water to mount

inside the inner wall instead of circulating.

This was corrected

by fixing a broad brass ring to the bottom of the inner wall
so that water could only leave the paddle by the space between
the two walls.

The calorimeter is surrounded by a bright tin

case to screen it from draughts and sudden changes of temperature.
The Whole apparatus
full.

'~ighs

about 120 lbs. with the calorimeter

It is situated in the basement of the Physics Department.

This position is not a good one as the steam pipes of the
heating ap paratus pass near the ceiling and produce large
differences of temperature in the neighbourho od of the apparatus.
Moreover. the lift motor is so near that it seriously interferes
With any electrical temperature measurements.
This apparatus was completed at the end of November 1911
and was i mme diately tried.

Twelve litres of water were put

into the calorimeter and the paddle run at its full speed.
wei ght over each pulley was about 1300 grams.

The

The rise of

temperature was measured by a me rcury therrnometer.

The rate of

rise was about 1°C pe r minute and runs of fifteen minutes ware
made.

The apparatus was surprisingly steaQy, but the balance

peint was found to be uncertain within the limits of 20 grams
we ight over each pulley.

It vtas foWld that although the

pulleys were very free under small loads the limiting friction
with the load used was about this amount.

The pulleys were

thin aluminium discs with steel axles on cone bearings.
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A number of trials were made with different forms of
pulley bearings, but the friction could not be made sufficiently
small for the apparatus to have a definite balance point.

Thare

is no need to reduce the pulley friction below this point, for
it is easy to shew t hat the work done against it when the
apparatus oscillates is negligible.
For let

Mg

be the wei ght over each pulley.

'( =

total distance moved through by and of couple
•

arm in one vibration

T=

period of vibration,
coefficient of friction.
angular velocity of paddle.

o..-:::

length of arm

= fA- M 9 Y in time T

Then Work lost
Work done by paddle
•

•
•

=

2 avw MgT
2. ~w M 9 T (

Work done on water

=

2.

o.A.u

This relation holds for any time
multiple ofT.

As

a_,

I -

MgT ( t

t

-

~

a..w MgT

)

-0.)

a.w T

which is an inte gral

w & T are all large and

the correction is negligible even if

r-: M 9 y

Y

is small,

is comparatively large;

all that is required is a definite balance point.
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In spite of this proof, howeve r, ordinary pulleys were
found very unsatisfactory , as they refUsed to settle down to a
definit e balance point even when there was considerable jarring
of the apparatus .

In order to avoid the difficulty, the pulleys

were removed and two long steel strip springs, clamped at one
end, subsitute d for them.

Unfortunately, although the two

springs were loaded as as to have very different periods, the
apparatus got up considerable oscillations as soon as the paddle
was started.

In smme c ases the amplitude of this oscillation

was as much as one fifth of t he total deflection of the springs .
There was also considerable shaking and noise.
arrangement sufficiently

heaV}~

As any damping

to reduce these oscillations to

reasonable dimensions would have interfered with t he accuracy
of the work measurements, it was decided to abandon the springs
and to balance the torque by weights hung over pulleys , resting
in frio ti on v.·he els.
The ordinary friction wheels are very inconvenient.

They

are not adapted for heavy loads or for loads in any direction
but vertical .

They would have to be tilted to keep the

pulleys in place during the experiment, and some arrangement
would be necessary to hold the pulleys while the apparatus was
standing, and during the sudden changes of couple in starting
and stopping .
These disadvantages are avoided in a form of friction wheel
suggest ed by Professor Poynting. and very successfully designed
and constructed by

~r .

Harrison in the workshop of the department .
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The design is shevm in the photo graph.

The two wheels are made fron gun metal castings.

The

inside of t he rim is turned ve r y true and accurately to si ze.
The pulley is a li?ftt

alumini~

disc mounted on a steel axle.

This axle rolls inside the rims of the uheels and is prevented
from running skew by a radius turn e d on it working against the
edge of each rim.

The wheels are mounted quite free on a

steel axle resting in cone bearings .
form of bearing for

hea~7

~w

cone is not a goo d

loads, but as friction at this bearing

is of no i mportance the cones have been ret ained for convenience
in setting.
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The advantages of this design are very great .
(1)

~here

are only two wheels to make and balance .

(2) Very heavy loads can be used.
( 3 ) Loads can be applied at any angle vdthout altering
the position of the bracket.
(4) The pulley can never get out of its bearings .
Its disadvantages are: (1) The weight of the pulley enters into the couple .
(2) The position of the pulley in the wheels varies
sli ehtly with the aoount of the load.
Both of the above are easily allo\md for:

(1) disappearing

entirely in differential experi ments.
Owing to a delay of five weeks in obtaining the castings,
the friction wheels were not finished until the end of February.
As so on as they were in position the Rpparatus was again tested .
It was found that there were large variat ions in the torque ,
partly periodic, partly casual .

lifter a nur11ber of trials

it was decided that these were due to three causes.
(1 ) Air was carried

do~~

into the paddle and disturbed the

water circulation.
(2) The paddle shaft uas

to ~

thin and

~hipped

slightly .

(3) The coupling between the two shafts had got out of
truth.
s
A new paddle shaft of Delta metal 1-rr;"
diar.:teter was made

and a new coupling fitted

To keep the air a"aay from the
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paddle a disc 6!" diameter was fitted on the top of the vertical

A hole was left in it for the shaft;

vanes.

and a ring,

fitting freely on the shaft, rested on the disc and acted as a
stuffing- box.

The falling water banked up on the disc and

found its way dovm through the space round it.

A vortex in the

middle of the calorimeter was thus avoided, but air still found
its way down to the paddle, and the unsteadiness continued.

The

only advance was the reduction of shaking in the apparatus, due
to the perfect truth of the new shaft .
The next step taken was to replace the V baffles by rings
of perforated sheet copper spun to a

L___j shaped section so

as to fit tight ly between the two walls of the calorimeter .

A

much less turbulent circulation was thus produced and the air
bubbles in the water were thoroughly broken up .

The resistance

to the flow was greater and a much more r a pid rise of temperature
was produc ed, but the irregularity due to the air was n ot removed
except When the calorimeter was full .

With smaller quantities

of wa ter in the calorimeter much air was still trapped by the
water falling over the inner wall .

To a void this a third wall

was placed inside the inner wall of the calorimeter so that the
falling water completely filled the space between .

This was

not suc c essful.
(i)

Some air was still carried down by the falling water.

(ii)

Each rate of working required a special t hird wall.

(iii)

There was some risk of the water in the calorimeter
not circulating .

The irregularities of working were always much less
marked when the calorimeter was fUll, and Professor Poynting
Ruggeated that when us ing smaller quantities of water, a hollow
metal cylinder ahould be fixed inside the calorimeter so as
to r ai se the surface level.

The diagram shews the arrangement

of this cylinder in the apparatus.

It is held ver tical

by

three set screws at the

top of the innP.r wall , so that the paddle shaft runs quite
fr~ ely

1n the central tube.

A floating ring on the top

of t hi s t ube, fitting l oosely round the ahaft,

prevent~

air :from being sucked do?m into the paddle.
W1 th tl11a appar atua i n uae no air is trapped

by

the circulating water, so long as the water level is above
the top o:f t he holl ow cylinder.

When this condition is

~·.. ~-- ·--

' .

o,
I

INCHES

1,
I

t,
I

;;.

4.

5,

{:

I

I

I

realised the couple on the calorimeter is very steady, only
v ~rying

by about 5 parte in 1200 in a ten minutes' run. The

time taken b y the water to make a camplete circuit of the
calor imeter is about two

~ econds.

This should be r apid

enough to justifY the use of the di f f erential method.
su~face

The

of the water is qui t e s teadt and there is no

splashing, ao that the
an inch of the top.

calo r~~eter

can be filled to within

This allows a maximum of 13 litres of

water in the calorimP.ter with the cylinder in position.
When larg er quantities of water are used, the hollow cylinder

i s r epl aoed

by

a similar one of almost equa.l water equivalent,

but with holes in the top and bottom, which al low the water
to pass :freely through.

W'i th this cylinder in t l1e

calorimeter quantities of water b etweP.n 13 and 16 11tree oan
be used.

The two pieces of' apparatus thqs allow a range of

11 to 16 11 tree :ror d1 f~P-rential

m~asuremente.

As this

apparatus was not in working order mttil May 13th. only
rough

me asur~t Pnte

have so far been made.

MEASUREMEN-tS.

1.
o~

Work Measurement.

The couple to be used 1n the series

experimente 1a put on and the current through the motor

increased until t he calorimeter ia brought back ae nearly a8

poss ible to the balru1oe point, the final adju.s tment b eing made

by altering th~ ~all weights on one of the pans.
th~

of revolution of

The speed

motor ie obtained by timing a thousand

revolutions be f ore and after the experiment.

--m.o tor

As

the~

is run :t'rom accumulators o~ large oapac1 ty the sp~ed o-r

revolution of the paddle is very constant,

m"a~urem ents

before and after an experiment generally agreeing as nearly
as can be measured, and never d.1:r:fer1ng by more than onequarter per cent.
bY

The length of the couple arm is measured

taking two strings r ound the aros

e.nd.

setting them

parallel.

!he d1 stnnoe between them gives the length of

the arm.

Thi~

measured

~or

length is about 105 oms. and has been

the rough expertments to about 1 in 500.

The weight s over the pulley have been adjuated to
the nearest 5 grams, and an attempt has been made to estimate

the c entre point

o~

the oso1llat1on during each experiment.

It is hoped that the couple weights are corr6ct to 1 part
in 400.

'l'o be certain

o~

a greater accuracy than 1 in 300

or 400 in this measurement some means o'f recording the
oscillations

o~

the apparatus will be necessary.

A

chronograph taking paper 8 1nolles wide is now being made
~or

this purpose.

The balance poa1 tion and time, temperature

and revolution records will be made on the same sheet as the
os c illation.

If the deflections o-r the apparatus are

calibrated 1n terms o-r the couple producing them, Md lengths
measured along the time scale, the difference between the

areas described on

~ither

side

o~

the oentrP- line

wil~

give

the correction required :for any variations in the rate o:r
working.

This,

o~

course, will only hold good 1:r 1 t can be

shewn that the areas described on opposite sides o:r the
centre line by oscillations of the apparatus about the
balance point will cru1cel out.
The proof which follows is due to Professor
Poynting.
p

-r

0.

..

Le t the paddles exert a torque

G~

on tbe calorimeter.

Then the energy passing into the calorimeter is

Gp

d4>

for angle of turn

Let the string torque be

G5

and

let

=

-ciA
cLt

d.j>
A

be the angular

momentum of the calorimeter.

now cLA is periodic and (\

ca

.ia

nearly constant.

so that, integrating over a sufficient length of time,

1/ork done by paddles =

I'Gp cL~

r'

GU is not quite constant, but if we take its average
work done

=

w

JC.p <it

introduced in on:!¥

r

=
cLG-. oLw .

w

G5 olt.

0

c)J:,

0

To find

G-§

Let the height of the
weight above its mean
level be
Then

-y

p

T - Mg :

fVJ ~

or

M(g-t-

:j)

--- ---- - -- M'o."l'\
T + F where ~ ~s
where F

P :r
P = T- F where

9

-t}

IS _

Then
Uork done by paddles

f&s cU:.

w

=

2.a..w M

f< 9

+

j

1:

t'-'3) cU

=

f'-M9

the error

But

ill a l ong run

also
I f the oscillations t ake equal times on the t wo directions,
work done by paddle is

2.a..wMgt.
Now consider energy pass ed on f rom the calorime t er by the
string s.

It is

2

JP~ • 2 sM ( 9
=

~) clJy

+

dAj

+

2JM (g+~)

M9~ = 0
and

+

J~ M~ ~

in a long run ,
=

M~

~

dJ:,

= [M

0

0

2jF~ cU:.

Jt

~1 Jt 0
T;

2

in a long run.

0

~ 2.FY where Y is the arithmetical

F changes sign

sum of the rises and falls, for

with~

Hence, energy lift in c alorimeter is

2 FY

a..w t

a

is the distance run by the and of the arm if it want

round with the calorimeter, and is very great compa red with ~Y
• •• Energy remaining in calorimeter

-

2. a..,w M g t

vevy nearly,

tho aff ect of oscillations OI the appar a tus cancelling out.

2.

Temperatur~

Measurement.

As the tap water which has

been used in the rough experiments is at about 14

0

c.

811 the

measurements have been made between 20°C. and 3Q °C.
taken to he at the water

•

~rom

14

0

c.

to 20

0

c.

The time

has been allowed

in order to get a steady condition before taking readings.
0

A mercury thermometer with graduations o~ o.~. has been
u s ed 1n the temperature measurements.

The error on a

10°C. run cannot therefore be ae much as 1%.
An

attempt h as been made to o0nstruct a quick

reading platinum resistance thennometer for more accl.'l?ate
work.

The coil is wound on a brass tube coated with

s hellaced paper and insulated

by

dipping in molten shellac.

It has not, however, proved satisfactory as the insUlation
is by no means perfect.

The l ag of an ardinary platinum

thermometer ie much too great for our purpose.
A rough estimate of the radiation and conduction
losses has been obtained by means

o~

a cooling aurve.

gave a mean rate of cooling of about o .025

0

c.

This

per minute

~m

This rate o-r cooling would make the resUlts
about

2%

too high.

Under the

cond~tions

of the experiment

the rate of cooling is certainly greater than this, for.

when the paddle is not working the colder water outside is
prevented from circulating by the baffles, thus cansiderably
dimini shing the heat loss.

A fUrther errer is introduced
of the water during the experiments.

by

evaporation

If the latent heat

be taken as 580 cal a. /gram ( 1 ts value at 25° c.) the
evaporation of 1 gram of water during
oauae a loss

o~

error of nearlY

580 calories.

f%

~

exper1ment would

This is equivalent to an

for each gram o~ water evaporated.

In order to obtain some idea of the amount of

evaporation a few experiments have been made with the lid
of the oalortmeter waxed on, the only opening left being the
hole :for the paddle sha:ft.
experiments 1s 2 E

%lower

Time Measurement.

The mean reRul t

than that of the others.

All time measurements have been made

by

means of a stop watch reading to one-fi:fth

by

a standard clook.

4.

Measurement

o~

o~ thee~

Water.

s~cond,

rated

The water is measured into

the calorimeter bY means of graduated fla sks.

As the

errors in the beat measurements are so great, fUrther
accuracy is not necessary.
!he following results have been obtained by
as suning a value :for the water equivalent of the calorimeter
o'f 2100

grsms.

In this value no allowanoe has been made

for the VUlcanised 'fibre at the bottom

o~

the calorimeter.

The results have not been correoted for heat losses.
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No.

o:f

expt.

Mass of water

heated in
g?ams.

wt.

on each 'l'ime for 1000 Rate of" rise
J
of temp.
end of cple revs o'f p a ddle
in ab s.
arm in grams. in seconds. in deg.per
unit s.
sec.

1

13000

1163

82.4

.0135

4.48

2

14000

128 0

75.2

.0153

4.47

3

16000

1 290

75.0

.0138

4.47

4

16000

1281

75.0

.0136

4.49

5

14000

1288

75.0

.0156

4.43

6

16000

1489

69.8

.0174

4.38

7

14000

1491

69.7

.0199

4.38

8

14500

1495

69.7

. 0191

4.40

9

13000

1322

75.2

.0170

4.44

10

12000

1324

7 5.2

.0183

4 .42

11

11000

1307

7 5 .4

.0195

4.41

12

11000

1185

79 .8

.0166

4 . 42

15

11000

1154

79.9

.0125

4.47

14

11000

1295

75.8

.0190

4.42

15

11000

1234

78.0

.0175

4.41

16

11000

1 319

75.1

.0193

4.50

17

12000

1151

80.4

.0146

4.50

18

12000

1220

78.0

.0162

4.44

19

1.20 00

1237

77.6

.0166

4.40

20

12000

1 296

75.6

.0177

4.44

21

13000

1292

75.8

. 0164

4 .45

2f3

13000

1232

77.4

.0153

4.44

23

13000

1167

80.2

.0141

4.44

llean.

4.443

This r~Rult ie 6.~% higher than that given
Barnes for the

equiv ~ lent

a t 25

0

c.

~A

have already

by
se~n

that at least two per cent of this is accounted f or bY
cooling during the experiment.
energy by shaking would
o~

The correction for

~urthe r

reduce the results.

lo ~s

of

In some

the experiments thi s mi ght have been appreci able.
With the present construction

t he difference in quant ity

or

o~

the calorimeter

water available f or differential

r-teasurements is only 2 to 4 kilos while the water equivalent
heated in the experiment s is from 13 to 18 kilos .

Tlle

exper imental errors in t he differential res ult s \tlll therefore
be greatly magnified., but the mAan value AhoUld be about
4 .2.

With the r eaul ts we have at present it woul d be

useless to employ t he graphical method cl8scribed in the
earlier part of' the paper .
b een obtained

The values bP-low have therefore

eliminating between the results of

by

diff erent experiments with

r ate~

of rise of t emperature of

the same order .

llumber of the
experiment s talum .
1 &4

J

in ergs per gram calorie.
4.64

X

10 "1

3

& 23

4.66

II

8

& 14

4.24

It

12 & 21

4.69

15

4.25

6 &

,
'I

The l arge nifferenoes
accounted ror by the smallnes s

b~ t ween

or

these numbers is

the quantitiP.s dealt with

in the differential calculation, and the has te with which t he
measurements h ave been made; but it is difficult to explain
why they shoUld all
It

s P-en ~

~

so much above the accepted values.

probable that the heat losses with

dif~erent

qu antities of wat er in t he calorimeter are not the sBffie .
This may be due to

di f~erences

in the

fo~

of the 31rculation

and in the quantities of water evaporating in the two oases .
The reEUlts g iven below were obtained in
experiments with the lid of the calor imeter waxed on, in
order to reduce the evapor ation as far as posAibl e .
The

No . Of'
expt.

2%

cooling correction has not b een

Mass of water wt. on each
heated in g:rms end of cp1e
arm in gnns

sub~tracted.

Time for 1000 !Rate o:f rise I J
revs Of' paddl r Of' t emp •
flbS •
in s ees.
eg. per sec. units.

in rn

1

13000

1185

79 . 2

.0145

4.42

2

15000

1513

70. 6

.0187

4.34

3

16000

1326

76.2

.0143

4.25

4

16000

1519

70 . 8

.0177

4.33

5

14000

1510

70 . 8

. 0198

4.34

6

These resUlts were really obtained too hastily for
any def'inite conelusion to be drawn :rrom them, but it

se~ms

prob able that the first resUlts given should be reduced by
2 or 3 per cent to correct for losses

by

Avaporation.

With

2% cooling correction this makes a tot al reduction of
or 5%, leaving the result s still 1i-2t% too~high. Further

the
4

experiments a.r e now being made to discover the source of' the
remaining difference .

